
 

Oaths Act 1867

Statutory Declaration

QUEENSLAND 

TO WIT : 

I,                                                                                                        

of                                                                         in the State of Queensland do solemnly and 
sincerely declare that:

I Hereby apply for an Accreditation of Fresh and Local for products that I sell. particularly at Malanda 
Markets and with their agreement other markets also.

I understand that this accreditation is to enable folk to come to the markets and know that they can buy 
with confidence from Sellers/Stallholders displaying the Fresh and Local Accreditation certificate and Logo, 
knowing that they are indeed buying Fresh, (not kept in Coolrooms for periods in excess of normal weekly 
usage in a family fridge,) and Local, not bought from elsewhere but sourced Locally, Directly, from The 
Tablelands and Cairns Hinterlands up to the Cape.

I Hereby Swear that the items that I sell that are or would seem to be associated with my Fresh and Local 
Accreditation Sign, (provided on a yearly, dated, basis by Malanda Markets for initially no cost and in future 
for minimal cost) will be Fresh and Local as described above and that if for reasons unknown but eg. out 
of season are not Fresh or are not Local I shall clearly delineate and put clear signage to the effect that no 
passerby would be led to believe that the Non “Fresh and Local” is “Fresh and Local”.

I agree to return my Accreditation Sign if I do not adhere to my sworn promise, on the judgement of a 
Malanda Market official or any Market official of a market at which I am displaying that sign, that is working 
with Malanda Markets to establish this Accreditation.

I understand that this Accreditation is based upon my sworn word, that it is indeed a legal document, 
with legal consequences, designed to allow the general public to confidently buy Local goods from Local 
Accredited Stalls, Sites, and such.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the 
provisions of the Oaths Act 1867.

 
Declarer

Taken and declared before me at                                           

this         day of                       2019, before me.

 

 

 

[signature] 
Justice of the Peace/Commissioner for Declarations


